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All-Story Cavalier Weekly

Saturday May 16 Ten Cents

The Beasts of Tarzan
by Edgar Rice Burroughs

Another Romance of the "Ape-Man"
The abduction of Lady Greystoke
The war-canoe
with its savage company
Mr. Edgar Rice Burroughs,
2008 Park Avenue,
Chicago, Ill.

Dear Mr. Burroughs,

The ess. of your story "The Outlaw of Torn" was duly received, and after further consideration, I am prepared to make you an offer of $350.00 for first American serial rights.

Anticipating what will probably be your feeling, that this is a rather modest sum for a story of this length, I ought to say that the reason is because we have not hitherto used anything approaching historical romance, or, indeed, any sort of material that is not what is popularly known as "up-to-date" in plot, characters and action. So "The Outlaw of Torn" will be more or less of an experiment with us. If you are willing to accept this sum, I will see that you receive a check promptly.

Another matter that I wish to bring to your attention is the question of another
story of Tarzan. It has occurred to us that Tarzan's adventures might be continued still further, and if the idea appeals to you, would like to suggest that he could be taken back to Africa once more as the authorized agent of the Smithsonian Institution, heading an expedition to investigate the talking apes and possibly to bring back specimens. Doubtless you have heard of Prof. Garner's report that monkeys have a language of their own, and possibly have read accounts of his alleged researches. It seems to me that, taking this idea as a theme, a very interesting story of adventure could be built up around Tarzan. What do you think of it?

Sincerely yours,

N. L. Sessions
Editor.
February 16, 1914

Dear Metcalf:

Here's the formal letter you wish.

I am wondering how you are going to like the Tarzan story. As a matter of fact, I wrote it entirely with your needs and desires in mind, as I hoped that you would get it. Why don't Munsey take it? The other two Tarzan stories have been read by some eighty-nine million English-speaking people, each of whom sat up all night to finish them. The entire civilized world is lying awake nights waiting for this sequel. I think, under these circumstances, that it might increase Munsey's circulation. Don't you?

I hope this tale will net me about twice what my best previous effort has brought. I refused a bona fide offer of $1500.00 for a contract for it before it was written, and have been told since that my request for $3,000.00 would be no bar to its purchase.

With the popularity of its predecessors, which not even my blushing modesty prevents me from realizing, I think the story worth all of the latter sum, if not considerably more, from a purely commercial standpoint.

Here's hoping others will think the same.

Cordially,
The offices of Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc., in Tarzana, California.
The only fan organization to be personally approved by Edgar Rice Burroughs, The Burroughs Bibliophiles is the largest ERB fan club in the world, with members spanning the globe and maintaining local chapters across the United States and in England.

Also endorsed by Burroughs, The Burroughs Bulletin, the organization’s official publication, features fascinating articles, essays, interviews, and more centered on the rich history and continuing legacy of the Master of Adventure. The Bibliophiles also annually sponsors the premier ERB fan convention.

Regular membership dues include:

- Four issues of The Burroughs Bulletin
- The Gridley Wave newsletter in PDF
- The latest news in ERB fandom
- Information about the annual ERB fan convention

For more information about the society and membership, visit BurroughsBibliophiles.com or The Burroughs Bibliophiles Facebook page, or email the Editor at BurroughsBibliophiles@gmail.com.

Call (573) 647-0225 or mail 318 Patriot Way, Yorktown, Virginia 23693-4639, USA.
COLLECT EVERY VOLUME!

For the first time ever, the Edgar Rice Burroughs Authorized Library presents the complete literary works of the Master of Adventure in handsome uniform editions. Published by the company founded by Burroughs himself in 1923, each volume of the Authorized Library is packed with extras and rarities not to be found in any other edition. From cover art and frontispieces by legendary artist Joe Jusko to forewords and afterwords by today’s authorities and luminaries to a treasure trove of bonus materials mined from the company’s extensive archives in Tarzana, California, the Edgar Rice Burroughs Authorized Library will take you on a journey of wonder and imagination you will never forget.

Don’t miss a single volume! Sign up for email updates at ERBurroughs.com to keep apprised of all 80-plus editions of the Authorized Library as they become available.

THE JOURNEY BEGINS AT ERBURROUGHS.COM
When a mysterious force catapults inventor Jason Gridley and his protégé Victory Harben from their home in Pellucidar, separating them and flingning them across space and time, they embark on a grand tour of strange, wondrous worlds. As their search for one another leads them to the realms of Amtor, Barsoom, and other worlds even more distant and outlandish, Jason and Victory will meet heroes and heroines of unparalleled courage and ability: Carson Napier, Tarzan, John Carter, and more. With the help of their intrepid allies, Jason and Victory will uncover a plot both insidious and unthinkably—one that threatens to tear apart the very fabric of the universe!

**Carson of Venus**
*The Edge of All Worlds*
by Matt Betts

**Tarzan**
*Battle for Pellucidar*
by Win Scott Eckert

**John Carter**
*Gods of the Forgotten*
by Geary Gravel

**Victory Harben**
*Fires of Halos*
by Christopher Paul Carey

**THE FIRST UNIVERSE OF ITS KIND**

A century before the term “crossover” became a buzzword in popular culture, Edgar Rice Burroughs created the first expansive, fully cohesive literary universe. Coexisting in this vast cosmos was a pantheon of immortal heroes and heroines—Tarzan of the Apes®, Jane Clayton®, John Carter®, Dejah Thoris®, Carson Napier®, and David Innes® being only the best known among them. In Burroughs’ 80-plus novels, their epic adventures transported them to the strange and exotic worlds of Barsoom®, Amtor™, Pellucidar®, Caspik™, and Va-nah™, as well as the lost civilizations of Earth and even realms beyond the farthest star. Now the Edgar Rice Burroughs Universe expands in an all-new series of canonical novels written by today’s talented authors!

JOIN THE ADVENTURE AT ERBUNIVERSE.COM

© Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. All rights reserved. All logos, characters, names, and the distinctive likenesses thereof are trademarks or registered trademarks of Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc.
In the Wild Adventures of Edgar Rice Burroughs series, today's authors innovate and expand upon Burroughs' classic tales of adventure in truly wild fashion in these brand-new novels, even moving his iconic characters and storylines outside the bounds of the classic canon to alternate universes!

AVAILABLE NOW AT ERBURROUGHS.COM

© Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc. All rights reserved. Trademarks including Edgar Rice Burroughs®, Tarzan®, Pellucidar®, The Moon Men®, Beyond the Farthest Star®, and The Wild Adventures of Edgar Rice Burroughs® owned by Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc.
Edgar Rice Burroughs, Inc.

A whole universe of ERB collectibles, including books, T-shirts, DVDs, statues, puzzles, playing cards, dust jackets, art prints, and MORE!

Your one-stop destination for all things ERB!

Visit us online at ERBurroughs.com
More than 20 weekly, digital comic strip adventures based on the classic characters and stories by the Master of Adventure, Edgar Rice Burroughs, brought to life by visionary creators!

Enjoy the first 4 action-packed continuity strips for free!